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Recent trends in neuroimaging, as it relates to the field of communication
disorders, have shed new light on the nature of neuroplasticity and reorganization of brain
function as it pertains to recovery from nonfluent aphasia following Melodic Intonation
Therapy (MIT). However, demographic limitations in these client populations necessitate
synthesis across individual studies to form meaningful patterns for application to clinical
practice. We conducted a systematic review of all studies involving pre-and posttreatment neurological and behavioral measures following MIT treatment for adults with
nonfluent aphasia. Ten studies were identified for synthesis involving a variety of
languages, treatment conditions, and neuroimaging and behavioral measurement
procedures. Synthesis of the outcomes from the ten studies did not result in any
significant findings due to limitations in available primary research on the topic of MITinduced neuroplasticity. Locations of neurological change centered around the inferior
frontal gyrus, superior and middle temporal gyri, superior longitudinal fasciculus, and
arcuate fasciculus. Neurological changes were associated with improvements in
connected speech, moderate gains in repetition, and minimal improvements in naming.
Language lateralization in response to MIT was not uniform and may vary according to
one’s stage of recovery (i.e., participants in subacute stages tended to show more positive

outcomes for increased right language lateralization while chronic cases tended to show
more positive outcomes for increased left language lateralization). Overall, the evidence
is consistent with previous literature regarding neuroplasticity and MIT.

Keywords: language lateralization; melodic intonation therapy; neuroimaging;
neuroplasticity; nonfluent aphasia.
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1. Introduction
For long-term care residents, the condition most devastating to one's overall
quality of life - more significant than the effects of Alzheimer's disease and cancer - is
aphasia, a language deficit that interrupts an individual’s access to language centers of the
brain (Lam & Wodchis, 2010). Aphasia has affected approximately one-third of the
estimated 7 million (National Institute of Health, 2015) stroke survivors living in the
United States (Virani et al., 2020). The effects of aphasia are far-reaching, including loss
of independence, limited participation in desired activities, and significantly diminished
social opportunities (Lam & Wodchis, 2010), leading approximately 70% of individuals
with aphasia to develop depression within the first three months of diagnosis (Kauhanen
et al., 2000). While there are a variety of treatment methods available for aphasia, there is
still much to be learned about the nature of recovery and best practices for optimal
treatment outcomes (Papathanasiou & Coppens, 2017). One such treatment method is
Melodic Intonation Therapy (MIT*), an intensive treatment approach involving intoning
of target phrases while tapping the patient’s left hand (Helms-Estabrooks et al., 2014).
Studies examining behavioral measures have produced mixed results regarding the
efficacy of MIT, so researchers have begun to explore neurological changes associated
with positive behavioral effects of MIT through neuroimaging to explain the
discrepancies (Norton et al., 2009; Schlaug et al., 2008; Zumbansen et al., 2014a).
Publication of neuroimaging studies regarding effects of MIT has accelerated in recent
years, yet the results of such studies are limited by few participants included in the
studies (often single case studies). To date, there have been three reviews involving
synthesis of data across available neuroimaging studies related to MIT (Merrett et al.,
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2014; Pierce et al., 2019; Schlaug et al., 2017); however, these reviews do not capture the
full scope of data available regarding neuroimaging and MIT. The current literature as it
pertains to neuroimaging and MIT involves small population sizes, vague details about
procedures and outcomes, and limited appraisal of study quality. A more comprehensive
compilation of available data in this area is necessary for understanding neuroplasticity as
it relates to MIT to improve prognostic decision-making and optimize treatment using
MIT. Additionally, a more comprehensive review would assist future researchers in
developing effective research designs to overcome the shortcomings of prior studies and
maximize the use of costly neuroimaging resources.
*Note: see appendix a for abbreviations
1.1. Aphasia
While there are various definitions for aphasia throughout the literature, aphasia is
best described as an acquired neurogenic communication disorder characterized by
restricted ability to encode and/or decode language not explained by any other
impairments (Papathanasiou & Coppens, 2017). It is important to note that aphasia is not
a breakdown of conceptual knowledge or understanding, nor the physiological inability to
produce or sense linguistic content, but rather a breakdown in access to language (Levelt
et al., 1999). Assessment typically involves a standardized battery with subtests involving
tasks that target different levels of language use in a variety of modalities. Diagnosis can
be challenging as it may not be apparent to what extent comorbidities, such as apraxia of
speech or cognitive disorders, contribute to one’s symptoms of aphasia (Ellis & Young,
2013; Lam & Wodchis, 2010; Schulz, 1997).
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Aphasia is often characterized using the Boston classification model, which
categorizes aphasias according to infarcted regions of the brain and associated deficit
profiles using terms such as Broca’s, Wernicke’s, and global aphasia (Geschwind, 1967;
Helms-Estabrooks et al., 2014; Johansson, 2011; Marchina et al., 2011). It is important to
note that all aphasia syndromes include anomia, or difficulty selecting a desired word, so
anomia is implied as an additional characteristic of all deficit profiles described below
(Helms-Estabrooks et al., 2014). Broca’s aphasia (also known as ‘expressive aphasia;’
Basso, 2003) is associated with damage to the posterior inferior frontal gyrus (IFG),
known as Broca’s area, where lexical concepts are encoded into linguistic elements for
the transfer of a message to the communication partner (Cheng et al., 2014; Levelt et al.,
1999). Wernicke’s aphasia (sometimes referred to as ‘receptive aphasia;’ Basso, 2003) is
typically associated with damage to the posterior superior temporal gyrus (STG), known
as Wernicke’s area where linguistic input is encoded into a meaningful message to be
understood by the person with aphasia (PWA; Levelt et al., 1999). Global aphasia
involves the lesion locations and deficit profiles associated with both Broca’s and
Wernicke’s aphasia syndromes (Helms-Estabrooks et al., 2014).
1.2. Nonfluent aphasia symptoms and treatment
Nonfluent aphasias, including Broca’s and global aphasias, are those syndromes
characterized by reduced phrase length, impaired grammar, atypical prosody, and
decreased articulatory agility (Tomaino, 2012; Wallesch & Kertesz, 2008). Behavioral
treatments for nonfluent aphasia include restorative and compensatory approaches.
Treating the impairment is referred to as restorative therapy. Using a restorative approach,
the clinician focuses on decreasing the impairment and increasing the PWA’s verbal
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fluency and accuracy. In a compensatory approach, the clinician would train the PWA to
use an alternative form of communication other than speech, modify the environment, or
train the PWA’s speaking partners to provide cues for effective communication.
Restorative approaches are compelling because PWA seem to prefer approaches
targeted toward recovering lost abilities, as demonstrated by the frequent abandonment of
devices and disuse of strategies for alternative modes of communication (Beukelman et
al., 2007; Fager et al., 2006; Johnson et al., 2009). This preference for restorative
treatment is not surprising as compensatory strategies rely heavily on caregiver
participation and technological competence (Johnson et al., 2009). Examples of
restorative approaches include (but are not limited to) Constraint-Induced Aphasia
Therapy (CIAT; Pulvermueller et al., 2001), Script Training (Hopper et al., 2002), and
MIT (Alber et al., 1973). Restorative approaches such as these rely on the principles of
motor learning, including careful management of intense repetitions and practice and
feedback schedules (Nudo, 2011). Table 1.2 highlights the main features for several such
restorative approaches for nonfluent aphasia.
Table 1.2 Common treatment approaches for nonfluent aphasia.
Treatment
ConstraintInduced
Therapy
(CIT)
Script
Training

Skill
Fluency

SpeechRepetitionTherapy
(SRT)

Fluency

Fluency

General Description
Clinician restricts PWA's
compensatory strategies to facilitate
spoken language via high intensity
massed practice.
Clinician & PWA collaborate to
create a script for use during a
particular activity; PWA practices
script intensely until production is
automatic.
Intensive massed practice of
predetermined words and phrases.

Source
Pierce et al., 2019

Holland et al., 2002

Schlaug et al., 2008
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Intention
manipulation

Semantics

Hierarchical
cueing
strategies

Semantics

PWA completes a complex task
with their left hand during a
confrontational naming task.
Clinician systematically provides
information about a target word
(e.g., first sound, key
characteristics) to cue retrieval of
that word.

Crosson et al., 2009

Grechuta et al.,
2020; Wambaugh et
al., 2002; Webster
& Whitworth,
2012;

MIT is different than the other restorative approaches in that it incorporates
melody, rhythm, and left-hand tapping into speech tasks to enhance treatment outcomes
(Norton et al., 2009). Based on the observation that PWA maintained singing ability
despite their speech deficits, the unique features of MIT are theorized to facilitate fluent
speech by taking advantage of preserved right hemisphere areas homologous to the
damaged language centers typically in the left hemisphere (Gerstman, 1964; Keith &
Aronson, 1975; Kershenbaum et al., 2019; Yamadori et al., 1977). In theory, intonation
and left-hand tapping work by incorporating prosodic, or melodic, aspects of speech and
motor-sensory integration to facilitate engagement of the right cerebral hemisphere,
typically involved in perception and integration of non-speech sounds including
environmental sounds, music, and prosodic elements of speech (Gentilucci & Volta,
2008; Schuppert et al., 2000; Sparks, et al., 1974; Zatorre & Belin, 2001). MIT follows a
rigid, systematic set of treatment procedures in three levels with gradual fading of
clinician support as one progresses through each level (see Figure 1.2). Levels generally
begin with an introduction of the clinician humming or intoning a short, functional target
phrase (changing between 2 tones), moving to unison production with gradual fading of
clinician participation, and finally, individual production of the target word or phrase in
imitation and in response to a probe question. As patients progress through the levels, the
complexity of the tasks increase by adding a delay in Level 2 and sprechgesang (“speech
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song,” a form of speech with exaggerated melodic contour) in Level 3 (Helm-Estabrooks
et al., 1989). See Figure 1.2 for a brief overview of the MIT protocol.

Figure 1.2 Treatment levels in MIT (Helms-Estabrooks et al., 2014; Norton et al., 2009;
Papathanasiou & Coppens, 2017; Schlaug et al., 2010).
Level 1
1. Clinician hums target
phrase while tapping
PWA’s left hand.

Level 2
Clinician introduces item
by modeling while
tapping PWA’s left hand.

2. PWA & clinician intone
phrase together while
clinician taps PWA’s left
hand.
3. Clinician fades out from
unison intoning but
continues to tap PWA’s
left hand.
4. PWA immediately repeats
clinician while clinician
taps PWA’s left hand.
5. PWA responds to
clinician probe question.

PWA & clinician intone
together with clinician
fading out while clinician
taps PWA’s left hand.
PWA repeats clinician
after a delay while
clinician taps PWA’s left
hand.
PWA responds to probe
clinician question.

Level 3
PWA repeats clinician
after a delay while
clinician taps PWA’s left
hand.
Clinician introduces
sprechgesang while
tapping PWA’s left hand.
PWA & clinician use
sprechgesang in unison
with clinician fading out.
PWA repeats clinician
spoken phrase after delay.
PWA speaks response to
clinician probe question.

MIT has undergone many modifications as clinicians and researchers attempt to
optimize the effects of treatment. Zumbansen and Tremblay (2018) conducted a
systematic review in which they identified 25 studies involving MIT, of which only 13
studies used the original MIT protocol. The 12 variations identified in the review
involved the use of more complex melodies (Baker, 2000; Conklyn et al., 2012),
memorization of small sets of phrases for palliative care (Goldfarb & Bader, 1979;
Hough, 2010; Mauszycki et al., 2016; Wilson et al., 2006), and a mixture of novel and
rote phrases practiced each session (Zumbansen et al., 2014b). Additionally, MIT has
been modified for use in other languages, such as “Thérapie Mélodique et Rhythmée”
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(TMR) for French and Italian (Zumbansen & Tremblay, 2018), as well as Persian or Farsi
(Bonakdarpour et al., 2003), Spanish (Haro-Martinez et al., 2017), Dutch (Van de SandtKoenderman et al., 2018), Japanese (Tabei et al., 2016), and Chinese (Yang et al., 2019).
Additional strategies that have been paired with MIT include internal rehearsal, by which
the PWA practices intoning the phrase mentally before producing it out loud, as well as
auditory-motor feedback training, by which the PWA learns to self-monitor for accuracy
of their productions (Norton et al., 2009). In all its variations, the key components of MIT
are the same: use of exaggerated prosodic aspects of speech (i.e., rhythm and pitch) to
train target phrases paired with gradually faded support and rhythmic tapping of the left
hand. Examples of variations are presented in Table 1.2a.

Table 1.2a Examples of variations on MIT and explanation of differentiating
characteristics from original MIT.
Treatment
MIT-C (Chinese
MIT)
MIT-J (Japanese
MIT)
MMIT (modified
MIT)
SIPARI
Speech
Repetition
Therapy (SRT)
Thérapie
Mélodique et
Rhythmée (TMR)

Change from original MIT
Additional pitches and rhythmic patterns
according to specific phrases to account for the
natural tonality of the language.
Only two pitches are used for all phrases; two
syllables, or “moras” per beat.
Administered via Skype with a nonprofessional
tapping hand; each treatment phrase has a unique
pitch/rhythm.
Addition of non-speech music-based tasks to
promote “rhythmic cognition” and “musical
communication.”
No intoning, all other procedures the same as
original MIT.

Source
Yang et al.,
2019

Same as original MIT but in French.

Zumbansen et
al., 2014b

1.3. Behavioral Measures of MIT’s Effect

Tabei et al.,
2016
Bitan et al.,
2018
Jungblut et al.,
2014
Schlaug et al.,
2009
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As a restorative treatment approach, the effect of MIT would be expected in both
behavioral (e.g., improved speaking and communication) and neuroimaging (e.g.,
increased neural activation) outcomes. Behavioral measures for evaluating expressive
language include both standard and non-standard techniques. Standard assessments
follow strict protocols for scoring and administration, typically in the form of a test
battery involving various subtests for different language skills. Assessment batteries for
aphasia include the Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination (BDAE; Goodglass et al.,
2001), Western Aphasia Battery (WAB; Kertez, 2007), and the Aachen Aphasia Test
(AAT; Luzzatti et al., 1991). The present review will focus on subtests involving
expressive language tasks typically affected by nonfluent aphasia: naming, repetition, and
connected speech.
As the primary diagnostic marker of aphasia, anomia must be included in a
comprehensive assessment and is typically measured by asking clients to name pictures
or objects (i.e., confrontational naming). Repetition tasks require the participant to imitate
spoken or intoned stimuli provided by the evaluator or presented by a prerecorded audio
sample. Repetition tasks are often presented with increasing length and complexity,
making them particularly sensitive to breakdowns between the lexical and phonological
systems for the assembly of sounds used in speech (Helms-Estabrooks et al., 2014).
Connected speech measures offer an advantage over naming and repetition in that
they evaluate various characteristics of one’s speech in functional contexts to determine
the effectiveness of one’s expressive output. Tasks for assessing connected speech can
range from semi-spontaneous (e.g., picture or procedure description, retelling a story) to
“truly” spontaneous (e.g., interview or conversation), with the latter being more
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challenging due to lack of structural context to aid understanding by the PWA or the
examiner (Prins & Bastiaanse, 2004). Connected speech samples can be analyzed by
counting syllables or words, word classes, or correct information units (CIUs) per phrase
or minute. Initially described by Nicholas and Brookshire (1993), CIU analysis is a rulebased scoring system for quantifying the informativeness of an individual’s connected
speech by measuring CIUs or words that are intelligible, accurate, relevant, and
informative. Connected speech measures are unique from other measures of expressive
language, such as naming and repetition, because they can be used to determine the
functionality of one’s speech, rather than the strict adherence of one’s speech to
conventional linguistic rules.
A brief review of the literature would appear to support the efficacy of MIT on
behavioral measures for aphasia. In a 2018 systematic review (Zumbansen & Tremblay)
involving music-based interventions for aphasia, it was found that 23 out of 30 articles
(77%) with speech outcome data reported improvement in all participants, and 26 out of
34 articles (76%) with language outcome data reported positive changes for all
participants. However, the authors note that these findings were limited by significant
inconsistencies in treatment type, duration and intensity of treatment, behavioral
assessment measures, and completeness of data across all studies. Randomized control
trials (RCTs) offer the lowest risk of bias, yet only three RCTs involving MIT for aphasia
exist to date. The first RCT (Conklyn et al., 2012) compared treatment effects of 30 acute
aphasics randomly assigned to MMIT (n = 16; mean age = 66.9+ 11.77 years) or placebo
(n = 14; mean age = 56.8+ 17.11 years) conditions before and after one 10- to 15-minute
session administered by a music therapist. Conklyn et al. (2012) observed a significant
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treatment effect for MMIT recipients in repetition and responsiveness scores on the
WAB, indicating preliminary support of MIT; however, the minimal treatment intensity
and duration used in the study limit the author’s conclusions. Later, van der Meulen et al.
(2014) conducted a RCT involving 27 subacute aphasics (mean time post-onset = 9.3+2
weeks) randomly assigned to MIT (n = 16; mean age = 53.1+ 12 years) or control
treatment (n = 11; mean age = 52+ 6.6 years) conditions before and after 30 hours of
treatment over 6 weeks administered by a speech therapist. MIT participants showed
significant improvements in connected speech, naming, repetition, and intoned repetition
on trained and untrained items from before treatment, with significantly greater
improvement for repetition (spoken and intoned) compared with standard treatment. Van
der Meulen et al. (2016) conducted a similar RCT involving 17 chronic aphasics assigned
to MIT (n = 10; mean age = 58.1+ 15.2 years) or control treatment (n = 7; mean = 63.6+
12.7) conditions, switching conditions after 30 sessions over six weeks. Significant
treatment effects were only seen for intoned repetition on trained and untrained items.
These were not maintained at follow-up for the initial MIT group after six weeks without
therapy. While the literature generally appears to support the efficacy of intonation-based
treatments for facilitating language in individuals with nonfluent aphasias, additional
information is necessary to determine the significance of observed changes and factors
for the optimization of treatment effects.
Modifications on the original MIT mentioned previously (see table 1.2a) have also
been developed to optimize treatment effects, specifically to differentiate the impact of
individual MIT characteristics to understand better the underlying mechanism by which
MIT supports language improvement. Researchers have proposed that MIT’s observed
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success was attributable to slow rates of speech, high treatment intensity, and rhythmic
facilitation of attention rather than its unique use of pitch (Gentilucci & Dalla Volta,
2008; Lahav et al., 2007; Poeppel et al., 2008). It is conceivable that non-melodic
characteristics of MIT likely play a role in facilitating language based on motor learning
principles (e.g., repetition, intensity) proposed by Kleim & Jones (2008). Schlaug et al.
(2008) designed speech repetition treatment (SRT) specifically as a control therapy
involving mass repetition of target phrases with high intensity to isolate treatment effects
related specifically to MIT's rhythmic and melodic components. Schlaug’s hypothesis
was proved correct, as the participant receiving SRT exhibited a substantially lower
change in connected speech measures than the participant receiving MIT, suggesting that
rhythm and pitch support expressive language skills in a unique way. Schlaug’s findings
are consistent with another study in 2014 involving three individuals with chronic
nonfluent aphasia, each receiving three weeks of TMR, followed by a “rhythm therapy”
similar to TMR but without melodic contour, and a “speech therapy” identical to the
“rhythm therapy” but without rhythmic variation or hand tapping. TMR was the only
treatment condition associated with significant (p<0.05) changes in CIUs for all
participants, leading the authors to conclude that both melody and rhythm account for the
treatment effects associated with MIT (Zumbansen et al., 2014b). Finally, Crosson et al.
(2009) designed an “intention training” therapy in which patients complete a complex
task with their left hand while naming pictures of common objects to isolate for the effect
of left-hand tapping as a critical characteristic of MIT. While participants receiving
intention training (n = 7) demonstrated similar changes for confrontational and
generational naming on trained items as those receiving control treatment without left-
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hand tapping (n = 7), the intention training group showed significantly greater
improvements for untrained stimuli while the control group did not. The authors of the
study concluded that the left-hand tapping treatment evoked greater generalization than
the control treatment (Crosson et al., 2009). Despite the recent support for the efficacy of
individual characteristics of MIT, the mechanisms by which rhythm, intonation, and lefthand tapping facilitate improvements in expressive language skills remain a matter of
debate.
1.4. Neuroplasticity and Neuroimaging Measures of MIT’s Effect
Neuroplasticity (or neural plasticity) refers to the brain’s ability to modify,
change, and adapt both structure and function throughout life and in response to
environmental changes, experience, behavioral treatment, injury, or disease (Hamilton et
al., 2011; Voss et al., 2017). Treatment-induced neurological changes are the type of
neuroplasticity focused on in this systematic review (Spierer et al., 2013). These neural
plastic changes have been associated with adjustments in the function of a particular
neural substrate (i.e., neuronal sprouting, dendritic growth, or changes in synaptic
strength, neuronal excitability, neurogenesis, or cell death) that is detectable using
neuroimaging following treatment (Ludlow et al., 2008). Targeted use of specific skills in
functional tasks with adequate intensity, repetition, and complexity can promote
transference to adjacent skills and prevent interference from maladaptive changes (Kiran
& Thompson, 2019). Skill promotion in response to targeted practice occurs because
substrates tend to improve according to the amount of use of that specific substrate over
time (Kleim & Jones, 2008; Nudo, 2011; Recanzone et al., 1993).
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Neuroplasticity can be observed by in vivo using Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI;
Monfils et al., 2005). MRI can image both gray matter (GM; functional sites of the brain)
and white matter (WM; structure connections between cortices) (Filler et al., 2009). MRI
studies have shown compelling evidence for changes in neural plasticity. For example,
professional musicians demonstrated enlargement of the corpus callosum compared to
their typical peers, likely related to the increased demands on hemispheric interaction for
musical performance (Schlaug et al., 1995). London taxi drivers, who require strong
spatial memory skills to plan their routes, were observed to have enlarged hippocampi
(Maguire et al., 2000). Lesion-based analysis in PWA has also helped researchers identify
key cortical regions for specific language tasks. These are the pars opercularis of the IFG
for fluency, the pars triangularis of the IFG for naming, the posterior STG and MTG for
repetition and naming, and the precentral gyrus for fluency (Fridriksson et al., 2018;
Yourganov et al., 2016).
Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) estimates the diffusivity of water molecules along
WM tracts and quantifies biological properties of WM such as axon caliber, fiber density,
and myelination. This information is commonly measured by fractional anisotropy (FA)
which describes directional dependence of water diffusion (Ludlow et al., 2008; Scholz et
al., 2010). In one DTI study, 24 healthy adults experienced significant FA increases in
WM underlying the right posterior intraparietal sulcus, involved in hand-eye
coordination, after four weeks of juggling training (Scholz et al., 2010). The change in FA
also corresponded to increased GM density in regions overlying the WM tracts where FA
was increased, indicating a possible correlation between FA and cortical density.
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Some WM tracts have also been identified for their role in language production.
They are the arcuate fasciculus (AF; often considered the ‘bridge’ connecting Broca’s and
Wernicke’s areas; Marchina et al., 2011; Pani et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2013), superior
longitudinal fasciculus (SLF; connecting parietal, temporal, and occipital lobes to frontal
areas for motor coordination; Han et al., 2013; Ivanova et al., 2016), inferior frontooccipital fasciculus (IFOF; connecting the frontal lobe to the posterior occipital lobe for
synthesizing visual information; Saur et al., 2008), and uncinate fasciculus (UF;
connecting areas in the anterior temporal lobe with the inferior frontal lobe, theorized in
use of working memory and effortful encoding or retrieval of factual or semantic
information; Olson et al., 2015; Saur et al., 2008).
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) is a functional neuroimaging
procedure by which changes in blood oxygen levels in specific areas of the brain are
measured to represent neural activity indirectly (Sharma & Weintraub, 2016). FMRI
paradigm can either be a specific task (i.e., task-based fMRI) or no task (resting-state
fMRI or rs-fMRI). Using task-based fMRI, Ilg et al. (2008) detected treatment-related
changes associated with reading of mirrored words after only two weeks of practice,
shifting in activation from right parietal to occipital areas. In PWA, rs-fMRI has been
used to measure functional connectivity (FC) between cerebral regions to determine
treatment-induced neuroplasticity. After aphasia treatment (i.e., repetition-based
treatment and semantic feature analysis, respectively), Duncan & Small (2016; 2018)
correlated improvements in naming with increased connectivity within language
networks and increased segregation between networks during resting-state scans.
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Magnetoencephalography (MEG) is another functional imaging technique that
detects magnetic fields of neuronal activities during specific tasks (Filler, 2009). Using
MEG, Meinzer et al. (2004) reported decreased left hemisphere activity for 16 of 28 PWA
in chronic stages following intensive speech and language therapy associated with
improved performance on the AAT, possibly indicating that rightward lateralization of
language is preferrable. MEG has also been used to chart neuroplastic changes in left
inferior parietal activation associated with improvements in delayed naming following
contextual priming treatment (Cornelissen et al., 2003)
As previously mentioned, restorative approaches to therapy aim to reduce speech
impairment and restore verbal communication ability. Therefore, treatment effects should
be detectable using both behavioral assessments and neuroimaging approaches. Indeed,
preliminary evidence regarding neurological properties of PWA before and after various
treatments supports the occurrence of treatment-induced neuroplastic changes associated
with significant improvements in language ability (Kolb, Muhammad, & Gibb, 2011;
Nudo, 2007; Nudo, 2011; Overman & Carmichael, 2014; Thompson, 2000). However,
these studies are primarily single case or small cohort studies. In addition, there is a large
variety of treatment and assessment procedures across the literature. Low incidence of
studies using control comparisons or repeated scans, and an emphasis on naming tasks
have led to skepticisms about observed treatment effects (Kiran & Thompson, 2019).
Furthermore, the neural mechanisms of treatment-induced neuroplastic changes are still
unclear. For example, it has long been hypothesized that the recruitment of homologous
right hemisphere structures for language was maladaptive, ultimately hindering linguistic
recovery. Yet, in a 2017 systematic review (Thompson) encompassing 41 studies dating
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back to 1996 regarding treatment-induced neuroplasticity, it was found that 538 of 628
PWA experienced increased activation in the right hemisphere only or bilaterally.
Thompson’s review would seem to suggest that recovery for aphasia is rarely confined to
the left hemisphere alone as was previously thought. To better understand the relationship
between neuroplastic, one must compare the observed neurological changes to the
behavioral changes for potential indications regarding the underlying mechanisms of
neuroplasticity in response to MIT and how they can predict or support functional
language outcomes.
To date, only three studies have involved a synthesis of results from studies
including both behavioral and neurological changes associated with MIT. Merrett et al.
(2013) identified eight such studies with conflicting results, four supporting increased
right-ward language lateralization following successful MIT treatment and four, a leftward shift. Areas of significant change were only specified in the right AF and IFG. This
review is limited because it is relatively outdated, considering the speed with which
neuroimaging measures continue to advance. Additionally, this review incorporates MIT
methodologies in combination with neurological stimulation, where treatment effects of
MIT cannot be isolated. Later, Schlaug et al. (2017) conducted a narrative review of
studies involving neuroimaging and intensive treatments for aphasia, including MIT, to
identify how different factors account for variable outcomes associated with restorative
treatments. Only two studies involving MIT (Schlaug et al., 2009; Wan et al., 2014) were
included with conflicting results regarding language lateralization shift in response to
MIT. The authors of the review reported that neuroplasticity in response to MIT was
likely related to treatment materials, duration, and intensity. More recently, Kiran and
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Thompson (2019) published a broad narrative review outlining current observations
about neuroplasticity and aphasia; however, the same two studies described by Schlaug et
al. (2017) were included with no additional detail. Neuroimaging studies have provided
invaluable information regarding the nature of treatment-related neuroplasticity; however,
the current literature suffers from small population sizes and poor homogeneity across
studies, limiting potential clinical application.
1.5. Objective and Research Questions
An up-to-date, systematic review of studies involving pre- and postmeasurements of behavioral and neurological changes associated with MIT must be
conducted to synthesize the current data. This information will help treatment providers
make decisions about the candidacy of a particular patient for MIT and guide them as
ongoing imaging may indicate patterns of maladaptive reorganization before behavioral
changes can be observed. Additionally, the information from such a review will help
determine important factors for consideration in future studies. Research involving
neuroimaging measures can be costly, so future researchers must consider all available
data to optimize cost-efficiency. This research is vital because, without understanding the
neural mechanisms of how MIT affects speech production, the effectiveness of MIT is
still a matter of debate.
The main objective of this systematic review is to conduct a systematic review of
studies that examined the effectiveness of MIT treatment in patients with nonfluent
aphasia using behavioral and neuroimaging measures. This systematic review will
synthesize the evidence to address the following questions: (1) What is the effect of MIT
for nonfluent aphasia on expressive language abilities? (2) What is the effect of MIT for
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nonfluent aphasia regarding neurological changes measured by neuroimaging techniques?
(3) How are neurological changes associated with behavioral outcomes?

2. Methods
2.1. Search strategy
Selection of relevant articles was conducted according to the guidelines of
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses Protocols
(PRISMA; Zorzela et al., 2016). The flow chart outlines the protocol used to select
articles for the current review per inclusion and exclusion criteria described below (see
Figure 2.1). Four databases were used to search for published work, including Web of
Science, PubMed (including MEDLINE), Scopus, and American Search Premier.
ProQuest dissertations were used to search for unpublished work to limit publication bias.
The following search terms were used across the databases where titles and abstracts
were searched for: (“aphasia”) AND (“Melodic Intonation Therapy” OR “Melodic
Intonation” OR “MIT”) AND (“speech” OR “communication” OR “language” OR
“speech outcomes” “expression” OR “expressive”) AND (“brain” OR “neural” OR
“fMRI” OR “MRI” OR “fNIRS” OR “optical” OR “structure” OR “function” OR “DWI”
OR “DTI” OR “EEG” OR “MEG” OR “CT”).
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Figure 2.1 Flow diagram of literature search and selection criteria.

*Update on already included case series (Jungblut et al., 2020).
2.2. Study Selection
For studies to be eligible for inclusion, they were required to be available in the
English language as full-length articles. Additionally, studies must only involve adults
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(aged > 18 years) to preserve the integrity of the data as the nature of neuroplasticity for
children may differ from that of adults (Kiran & Thompson, 2019; Zumbansen et al.,
2014a). Participants included those with nonfluent (e.g., Broca’s or global) aphasia
receiving MIT or a modified version of MIT (i.e., individual therapy involving the
repeated practice of melodically intoned phrases). Selected articles were also required to
include quantitative measures of expressive language and neuroimaging before and after
treatment. Resources were disqualified and discarded if they did not meet inclusion
criteria related to diagnosis (i.e., no indication of nonfluent aphasia, concomitant
cognitive or speech disorders other than apraxia of speech), treatment protocol (e.g., any
treatment other than those involving melodic intonation of speech), or inclusion of quantitative

pre-and post-treatment measures. Additionally, reviews, case reports, animal studies,
studies with only qualitative data, or studies that did not include neurological and
behavioral data were also excluded.
After duplicate articles (n=85) were removed, article titles and abstracts were
screened for clearly irrelevant articles (n=396). Examples of articles removed during this
step included those involving children, reviews, and other disorders such as Autism
Spectrum Disorder and Dementia. Finally, of the articles (n=21) selected for full-text
review, additional articles (n=11) were excluded for one of three reasons: 1) failure to
locate full-text article due to conference presentation only (n=2) (Schlaug et al., 2007;
Tseng et al., 2014), 2) lack of quantitative pre- and post- treatment behavioral and
neuroimaging measures (n=4) (Belin et al., 1996; Naeser & Helms-Estabrooks, 1985;
Schlaug et al., 2010; Van de Sandt-Koenderman et al., 2012), and 3) concurrent treatment
preventing differentiation between the effect of MIT and that of concurrent therapy (i.e.,
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neurostimulation) (n=5) (Al-Janabi et al., 2014; Belin et al., 1996; Schlaug et al., 2011;
Vines et al., 2009; 2010).
In addition to the procedures described above, the author evaluated references
from selected articles to identify other relevant studies that fit inclusion criteria (n=0). On
June 5, 2021, an updated search was conducted following the procedures previously
described to ensure all current data were included in the present study. During the second
search procedure, only one additional study was identified that met inclusion criteria;
however, this was a continuation of a case series that had already been included during
the initial selection process. The author of that article was contacted, and she returned an
original copy of her manuscript for inclusion in the present review (Jungblut et al., 2020).
Updates based on the current research were applied to the existing data.
2.3. Data Extraction
Full-text PDFs for included studies (n=10) were accessed through the University
of Nebraska-Lincoln’s library database and exported to Mendeley in preparation for data
extraction. Data were manually extracted from selected articles according to factors
relating to the aims of the present review as outlined in the JBI Manual for Evidence
Synthesis (Aromataris & Munn, 2020) and entered into an excel spreadsheet for
synthesis. Extracted data included information related to article identification (e.g.,
author, year, publisher), participant demographics (e.g., number of participants, age,
gender, handedness, diagnosis, prior treatment received, time post-onset), treatment
specifics (i.e., type, duration, intensity), behavioral measures (e.g., CIUs, assessment
batteries, informal assessment probes), and neuroimaging information (e.g.,
instrumentation, task designs for functional neuroimaging measures, ROIs, and location
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and nature of neurophysiological change). Two individual reviewers (including the
author) completed the data extraction protocol as described above independently, and
there were no discrepancies between the data sets.
2.4. Quality Assessment
The author of the present review assessed the methods for included studies for
quality according to the JBI Critical Appraisal Tool for Quasi-Experimental Studies
(Aromataris & Munn, 2020) to identify the potential for bias (see table 3.4). The
following characteristics were considered: 1) clarity of variables, 2) homogeneity of
participants, 3) consistency of treatment, 4) inclusion of control comparison, 5) multiple
assessment periods, 6) follow-up measures, 7) consistency of outcomes, 8) reliability of
outcomes, and 9) statistical analysis (see table 3.4 for questions related to each
characteristic). Homogeneity of participants was determined based on demographic
information provided (e.g., age, gender, diagnosis, confounding factors). Studies that
included limited to no information regarding conditions for controls (e.g., treatment
intensity or duration, specific modifications to MIT) or outcome measures (e.g.,
behavioral assessments) parallel to their treated counterparts were considered to have an
unclear risk of bias for this component. For multiple assessment periods, study designs
were deemed low-risk if they involved a pre-treatment baseline period for comparison of
naturally-occurring changes versus treatment-related changes. As for the reliability of
outcomes, the authors emphasize that ratings should be determined by the procedures in
assessment administration rather than the reliability or validity of the measures
themselves (Aromataris & Munn, 2020).
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2.5. Data Synthesis
Once demographic information and outcome measures were coded into the Excel
spreadsheet (see section 2.3), values were converted to appropriate units for comparison
(for example, results represented as original values for individual participants were
averaged for comparison with those studies that described outcomes merely as a mean).
Data for treatment and control groups were separated into different spreadsheets for data
synthesis. Outcomes were sorted into categories according to expressive language skills
and neurological measures. Expressive language skills reported and coded were CIUs,
connected speech, repetition, and naming. Neuroimaging results were categorized by
imaging type, areas of change in connectivity or activation, and overall lateralization
changes. Regarding behavioral assessment measures, averaged pre-treatment raw scores
were subtracted from averaged post-treatment raw scores and subsequently divided by
the averaged pre-treatment raw scores to produce a percent change for uniform reporting
purposes as some studies did not report individual scores.

3. Results
3.1. Search results and study characteristics
The initial identification process yielded 569 references, from which 85 duplicates
were removed, leaving 484 unique references for screening. Titles and abstracts were
then scrutinized for relevance to the current review, and only 21 remained for in-depth
review. Of the full-text articles obtained, 11 were rejected (sources and rationale for
exclusion can be found in figure 2.1), leaving ten articles for inclusion in the present
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review (see table 3.1) ranging in publication date from 2008 (Schlaug et al.) to 2020
(Jungblut et al.).
All articles were case studies (Level IV, quasi-experimental without randomization)
ranging from 1 (n=2) to 11 (n=1) participants receiving intonation-based treatment,
altogether accounting for 39 total participants receiving the experimental condition. Half
(n=5) of the studies involved 1 (n=2) to 30 (Jungblut et al., 2014; 2020) control subjects,
encompassing 44 total control participants (n=83 total). Studies were primarily conducted
in the United States of America (n=4) but also included the Netherlands (n=2), Germany
(Jungblut et al., 2014; 2020), Canada (Bitan et al., 2018), Taiwan (Yang et al., 2019), and
Japan (Tabei et al., 2016) with languages including English (n=5), Dutch (n=2), German
(Jungblut et al., 2014; 2020), Mandarin (Yang et al., 2019), and Japanese (Tabei et al.,
2016).
Regarding participant demographics (table 3.1), those belonging to experimental
condition groups (n=39) ranged in age from 21 to 70 years of age (mean = 43.7), of
whom 95% were right-handed. All participants receiving the treatment condition had
nonfluent aphasia of at least moderate severity before treatment associated with lesions
restricted to the left cerebral hemisphere. Comorbidities were reported in 7 studies,
including hemiparesis (n=4), impaired auditory comprehension (n=3), and apraxia of
speech (n=2). The percentage of clients in chronic stages (i.e., greater than 11 months
post-onset) in these groups was 80%, likely due to the higher prevalence of PWA in
chronic stages (Virani et al., 2020). Six studies reported information regarding aphasia
treatments received by participants prior to the study, including non-intonation-based
treatments (n=3), intonation-based treatments (n=1), and no treatment (n=2).
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Considerably less information was provided for control subjects as one study
(Jungblut et al., 2014; 2020) accounting for 68% (n=30) of total control participants did
not include demographic information about these individuals other than that they were all
right-handed, healthy neurotypical individuals. Regarding studies with demographic
details on control participants (n=4), ages ranged from 44-67 (mean = 54.6) years, 95%
of participants were right-handed, all participants (n=14) had nonfluent aphasia
associated with lesions restricted to the left cerebral hemisphere, and 71% of individuals
were in the chronic stage of recovery. In addition, prior treatment status was reported in 3
of these studies, including non-intonation-based interventions (n=2) and no intervention
(n=1).
The original MIT protocol was used in most (n=6) studies, accounting for 31
participants. Modified MIT was also administered in one study (Bitan et al., 2018), as
was MIT-C (Chinese; Yang et al., 2019), MIT-J (Japanese; Tabei et al., 2016), and
SIPARI (Jungblut et al., 2014; 2020). Intonation-based therapies ranged in intensity from
90-450 (mean = 333) minutes per week for a duration of 1.3 to 26 (mean = 13) total
weeks. As for control conditions, no treatment was employed in three control groups
(n=40 participants), three participants received hierarchical cueing-based treatment for
150 minutes per week across 16 weeks (Yang et al., 2019), and one participant received
SRT for 450 minutes per week across eight weeks (Schlaug et al., 2008). Additional
details about MIT variations can be found in Table 1.2a.
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3.2. Behavioral Measures
Standardized assessments are those that use strict administration and scoring
protocols, including several aphasia batteries. Aphasia batteries involve a combination of
subtests to measure various language skills, including naming, repetition, and connected
speech. These assessment batteries were the Aachen Aphasia Test (AAT; n=3), Boston
Diagnostic Aphasia Examination (BDAE; Bitan et al., 2018), and the Western Aphasia
Battery – Japanese (WAB-J; Tabei et al., 2016). Subtests for each assessment battery
included in the present review can be found in Table 3.2. Other standardized assessments
used to evaluate individual speech skills were the Boston Naming Test (BNT; n=3) which
measures naming, and the Amsterdam-Nijmegen Everyday Language Test (ANELT; Van
de Sandt-Koenderman et al., 2018), a procedure for measuring connected speech.
Nonstandardized procedures (i.e., those without universal administration and scoring
protocols) used to measure behavioral changes included story retelling (Van de SandtKoenderman et al., 2010), hierarchical word lists (HWL; Jungblut et al., 2014), and
general connected speech samples to undescribed prompts (n=4). Tables 3.2a and 3.2b
include detailed behavioral outcomes for experimental groups and control groups,
respectively.
The most commonly applied behavioral measurement used across studies was
CIUs. CIUs were used in seven studies, ranging in mean change from 33% to 650% for
experimental groups and -13% to 128% for control groups (whereas “-13%” means
accuracy decreased by 13% over the treatment period). Connected speech measures (i.e.,
measurements of connected speech which were quantified using any method other than
CIUs) also demonstrated significant changes for participants receiving MIT. Connected
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speech was evaluated in five studies ranging from a 33% to 200% increase for
experimental groups. Repetition scores were included in three studies ranging in change
from 0% to 52%. Naming showed the smallest change and was included in five studies
ranging from a 0% to 44% increase from baseline.
Table 3.2 Subtests included in common assessment batteries for aphasia.
Assessment Battery
Aachen Aphasia
Test (AAT)
Boston Diagnostic
Aphasia
Examination
(BDAE)
Western Aphasia
Battery – Japanese
(WAB-J)

Subtests
Spontaneous speech, token test, repetition,
written language, confronting naming, &
comprehension.
Fluency, auditory comprehension, naming, oral
reading, repetition, automatic speech, reading
comprehension, & writing.

Source
Luzzatti et al.,
1991

Spontaneous speech, auditory comprehension,
repetition, naming, reading, writing, apraxia,
visuospatial tasks

Kertez, 2007

Goodglass et
al., 2001
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Table 3.2b Results of behavioral assessments for participants assigned to control
condition. Note: n = number of participants, dx = diagnosis, tx = treatment, CIU = correct
information unit, + = percent increase.

Source
Bitan et al., 2018
Jungblut et al., 2014
Schlaug et al., 2008
Wan et al., 2014
Yang et al., 2019

N
1
30
1
9
3

Aphasia
severity
none
severe
mod-severe
mod-severe

Time
post dx
2.33

Tx
None

2.75
1.42

SRT
None
Hierarchical

Tx time
(min)
0
0
3600
0
2400

CIUs
pre

CIUs
post

CIUs
+

3.6
2.0
6

6.8
1.8
13.7

89%
-13%
128%

3.3 Neuroimaging Measures
3.3.1 Brain Structure
Three structural studies examined white matter (WM) changes using DTI (see
Table 3.3). Two studies (Schlaug et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2019) used a tractography
approach, and Wan’s study (2014) characterized FA of white matter underlying the pars
opercularis of the IFG, pars triangularis, posterior superior temporal gyrus, and posterior
cingulum. All three studies focused on the right hemisphere since stroke patients had
lesions in the left hemisphere.
All three studies found that white matter characteristics in the right hemisphere
are associated with MIT treatment effects. However, one early study found a positive
correlation between the absolute number of fibers in the right AF and CIUs/min in all six
chronic aphasic patients after the MIT treatment (Schlaug et al., 2009). They also found a
strong positive correlation trend between the absolute number of fibers in the right AF
and changes in CIUs/min in all six patients, which did not reach statistical significance
due to the small sample size.
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In contrast, the other study identified a significant negative correlation between
FA changes within the right pars opercularis cluster and changes in CIUs/min in 11
chronic aphasic patients after the MIT treatment (Wan et al., 2014). All 11 patients had
one ischemic stroke around the left middle cerebral artery and moderate to severe
nonfluent aphasia. The MIT-treated group showed significantly decreased FA in the pars
opercularis of the IFG, pars triangularis, pSTG, and posterior cingulum, whereas the
untreated group did not show any significant changes in FA. When comparing MITtreated and untreated groups, FA in the treated group was higher than the untreated group
in the pars opercularis of the IFG, pars triangularis, pSTG, and posterior cingulum. The
discrepancy between the two studies might be due to the different DTI analysis
approaches. Schlaug et al. (2009) counted the absolute number of fibers in the right AF
using tractography. By contrast, Wan et al. (2014) examined FA values in the pars
opercularis of the IFG, pars triangularis, posterior superior temporal gyrus, and posterior
cingulum. FA is a normalized scalar measure of the degree of the molecular displacement
of water along the axon (Le Bihan et al., 2001). FA measures the degree of anisotropy and
can infer changes in the axonal density, fiber diameter, or myelin integrity. Thus, an
increased FA can be due to increased axonal density, increased fiber diameter, or
increased myelin sheath.
Similar to Wan et al. (2014), Yang et al. (2019) found that all three Chinese
patients receiving MIT (two in chronic stages and one in subacute stage) demonstrated
greater improvement in speech production than the group treated with conventional
speech and language therapy (n = 3). All MIT-treated patients showed increased FA in the
right SLF associated with improvements in speech production measured by the total
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number of meaningful words produced to picture stimuli. One MIT-treated patient also
showed increased FA in the right ILF. Additionally, another MIT-treated patient showed
increased FA in the right UF. The group treated with conventional speech and language
therapy (n = 3) demonstrated an overall decrease in FA of all tracts (right SLF, AF, ILF,
IFOF, UF). In the MIT-treated group, large effect size estimations were found in FA
values for right SLF, IFOF, and UF. In Sum, there are mixed findings regarding how
structural changes in response to MIT show treatment effects in FA of WM in the right
cerebral hemisphere, particularly the SLF and AF.
3.3.2 Brain Function.
Seven functional studies examined changes in neural activity due to MIT
treatment, including one MEG study and six fMRI studies (see Table 3.3). Five fMRI
studies used a task-based method, and Bitan’s study (2018) used a task-free approach.
Breier et al. (2010) observed neural activation for two participants with chronic nonfluent
aphasia receiving MIT using MEG during a covert verb-naming task. Areas of activation
for this task included STG, MTG, ITG, angular gyrus (AG), temporal pole, and IFG.
Both patients showed more left than right hemisphere activity before MIT therapy and
exhibited increased left hemisphere activation after the first block of MIT therapy. The
participant who demonstrated a significant increase in CIUs after the first block of MIT
therapy showed a steady decrease in activation within the right hemisphere across the two
therapy blocks. The participant who did not show behavioral changes after either block of
MIT therapy showed increased right hemisphere activation after both blocks of MIT
therapy compared to baseline. After MIT therapy, the responder was lateralized to the left
hemisphere for language processing, whereas the non-responder was lateralized to the
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right hemisphere. Nevertheless, Breier et al. (2010) concluded that a positive response to
MIT therapy is associated with increased activation in left hemisphere regions unaffected
by stroke.
Bitan et al. (2018) used resting-state fMRI with an ROI approach involving
bilateral pars opercularis, pars triangularis, pars orbitalis, precentral gyrus, insula, and
SMA to measure functional connectivity (FC) at rest for an individual with chronic
nonfluent aphasia and age- and gender-matched control patient with no language deficits.
Following 16 weeks (48 sessions) of MMIT over teletherapy, significant improvement in
syllable repetition and answering questions for treated stimuli and marginally significant
improvement in sentence completion were associated with increased FC in the right
hemisphere language areas (pars triangularis and pars opercularis of the IFG) and
between motor speech control areas in each hemisphere (bilateral SMA and insula). There
was no increase in brain connectivity for left hemisphere language areas in the MIT
patient. In contrast, the untreated patient showed increased FC in the left frontal language
areas instead of right language areas. They concluded that the MIT therapy causes the
right lateralization of language areas.
Three task-based fMRI studies measured the neurophysiological processes of
MIT therapy with fMRI in patients with chronic nonfluent aphasia. Contrasting speaking
and silence conditions, Schlaug et al. (2008) observed that MIT was associated with
increased activation in the right premotor, inferior frontal, and temporal lobes in
conjunction with significantly improved CIUs/min and picture naming. The participant
receiving SRT also exhibited improved CIUs/min and picture naming but to a lesser
extent with increased activation of left inferior pre- and post-central gyrus and STG.
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Jungblut et al. (2014) used repetition of incrementally complex chanted vowels
for the fMRI task. They found that all three participants experienced significant
improvements in naming, connected speech, and repetition of words and chanted vowels
associated with increased activation of the left STG, IFG, insula, and caudate nucleus for
all participants. The two participants with global aphasia also experienced increased
perilesional activations in right hemisphere homologues (i.e., STG, IFG, insula, and
caudate nucleus). Following the initial treatment period, Jungblut et al. (2020) continued
treatment at the same intensity in four-month treatment cycles (i.e., four months break,
four months SIPARI, four months break, four months traditional therapy, and so on) over
five years. After five years, all three participants maintained the previously described
gains with continued increases in activation of the left pSTG and new increases in the
middle and superior frontal gyri and anterior cingulate cortex. These neurological
changes were associated with steady improvement in repetition, naming, and overall
aphasia severity.
Finally, Tabei et al. (2016) performed fMRI during a picture-naming task in a
single-case study to find that MIT-J significantly improved connected speech, repetition,
naming (improvement in both accuracy and response time), and auditory comprehension.
These improvements correlated to decreased activation for right middle frontal gyrus,
IFG, STG, and precentral gyrus for correct naming trials and increased activation of right
middle frontal gyrus, IFG, STG, lentiform nucleus, and lingual gyrus for incorrect
naming trials.
In all three of these studies, significant changes in the inferior frontal and
temporal lobes were observed for all participants and were associated with improved
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naming and connected speech. Language lateralization differed among these studies. For
instance, Schlaug observed increased right hemisphere activation (2008), whereas
Jungblut observed increased left hemisphere activation (2014), and Tabei observed
decreased right hemisphere activation (2016). These mixed findings are likely due to the
differences in treatment procedures used in each study. While Schlaug used MIT for 450
minutes per week over 15 weeks (high intensity, moderate duration; 2008), Jungblut used
SIPARI for 120 minutes per week over 25 weeks (low intensity, high duration; 2014), and
Tabei used MIT-J for 45 minutes per day over nine days (moderate intensity, low
duration; 2016).
Two other task-based fMRI studies included individuals in subacute stages of
recovery (i.e., less than one year post-onset) who received MIT. First, Van de SandtKoenderman et al. (2010) used fMRI with T2-weighted imaging during a lexical
decision-making task (i.e., deciding whether a string of syllables heard is a word or not)
in response to spoken or sung words and pseudowords for a 25-year-old female with
Broca’s aphasia 2-weeks post-onset receiving six weeks of MIT at five hours per week. It
was found that significant improvements in connected speech, repetition, naming, and
CIUs/min were associated with a shift in activation from right STG and MTG to left IFG,
STG, MTG, angular/supramarginal gyrus, caudate nucleus, and prefrontal cortex. The
author concludes that MIT suppresses, rather than stimulates, right hemisphere activation
for language-related tasks. Later, Van de Sandt-Koenderman et al. (2018) compared
patterns of reorganization in five individuals with chronic nonfluent aphasia in the
subacute stage of recovery with four in the chronic stage of recovery using fMRI during a
passive story-listening task. All participants in subacute stages experienced significant
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improvement in repetition, and four of the five significantly improved connected speech
(as measured using the ANELT) associated with a right language lateralization shift.
Behaviorally, three patients demonstrated significantly increased repetition and one with
significantly increased connected speech. Brain activity changes were less consistent for
chronic patients. Two participants experienced left lateralization shift, one right
lateralization shift, and one no lateralization shift. The authors of the article conclude that
MIT does not result in uniform reorganization patterns but that patterns of reorganization
in response to MIT likely depend on a participant’s stage of recovery. For example,
subacute stages may be associated with right lateralization shift and chronic stages with
left lateralization shift.
In sum, functional imaging studies involving MIT for adults with aphasia
included in the present review all presented evidence in support of MIT’s ability to
facilitate significant improvements in one or more language areas as well as significant
changes in one or more cortical regions associated with language either in the right or left
hemisphere, or both. The strongest trend was in the improvement of repetition with
increases for all five studies reporting repetition scores. Additionally, the IFG, MTG, and
STG emerged as areas of most significant change consistently across all functional
imaging studies. Other areas of change included those involved in motor movement (i.e.,
prefrontal cortex, premotor area, precentral gyrus, and SMA) and structures deep to
language areas (i.e., insula, caudate nucleus, and cingulum). The tasks used during fMRI
scanning sessions varied greatly among six fMRI studies (e.g., at rest, covert naming,
lexical decision-making, listening to a story). Only one study (Jungblut et al., 2014) used
a task related to MIT, the repetition of chanted vowels, during imaging. No clear pattern
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emerged regarding language lateralization shift in response to therapy, but the evidence
suggests different patterns of organization for subacute and chronic stages of recovery.
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3.4. Study Quality
On a scale from zero (highest risk of bias) to nine possible points (lowest risk of
bias), ratings for included studies ranged from four to eight (mean = 5.9) (see table 3.4
for detailed ratings). All studies achieved low risk ratings for clarity of variables, followup procedures, and comparison of outcomes since these characteristics were required for
inclusion in the present review. Low risk of bias ratings were also given to those factors
related to comparison of outcomes (i.e., questions two, three, six, and seven) since they
all involved the same participant at different time points. However, it should be noted
that, for the five studies involving a comparison between control groups and treatment
groups, risk was either considered high or uncertain due to demographic differences or
limited information about control participants and conditions (see table 3.1 for
demographic details in each study). The component that received the lowest total rating
(highest risk of bias) across all studies was related to multiple measurement periods
before and after treatment (e.g., baseline period, follow-up period). All five studies
involving statistical analysis achieved a low risk of bias rating for question nine as
procedures for analysis were assessed to be appropriate and accurate.
Table 3.4 Risk of bias for included studies assessed by the JBI Critical Appraisal Tool for
Quasi-Experimental Studies (Aromataris & Munn, 2020). Note: Y = yes (low risk); ? =
unclear; N = no (high risk); NA = not applicable.
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Bitan et al., 2018
Breier et al., 2010
Jungblut et al., 2020
Schlaug et al., 2008
Schlaug, Marchina, &
Norton, 2009
Tabei et al., 2016
van de SandtKoenderman et al.,
2010

van de SandtKoenderman et al.,
2018
Wan et al., 2014
Yang et al., 2019
Total (Average)

1
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

2
?
N
N
Y
Y

3
?
Y
?
Y
Y

4
Y
N
Y
Y
N

5
N
N
N
Y
Y

6
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

7
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

8 9
Y NA
? NA
Y Y
Y NA
? Y

5
4
6
8
8

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

N
N

N
N

Y
Y

Y
Y

? NA
? NA

5
5

Y

N

Y

N

N

Y

Y

?

5

Y

Y N Y Y N Y Y Y Y
7
Y N Y Y N Y Y ? Y
6
10 4 8 5 2 10 10 4 5 (5.9)

Critical Appraisal Tool for Quasi-Experimental Studies
1. Is it clear what is the ‘cause’ and what is the ‘effect’?
2. Were the participants included in any comparisons
similar?
3. Were participants included in any comparisons receiving
similar treatment/care, other than the exposure or
intervention of interest?
4. Was there a control group?
5. Were there multiple measurements of the outcome both
pre and post the intervention/exposure?
6. Was follow up complete and if not, were differences
between groups in terms of their follow up adequately
described and analyzed?
7. Were the outcomes of participants included in any
comparisons measured in the same way?
8. Were outcomes measured in a reliable way?
9. Was appropriate statistical analysis used?

4. Discussion
A systematic review was conducted to synthesize the results of studies examining the
effectiveness of MIT treatment in patients with nonfluent aphasia using both behavioral
and neuroimaging measures. The present review sought to answer the following
questions: (1) What is the effect of MIT for nonfluent aphasia on key expressive language
abilities? (2) What is the effect of MIT for nonfluent aphasia regarding neurological
changes measured by neuroimaging techniques? (3) How are neurological changes
associated with behavioral outcomes? Four hundred eighty-four unique articles were
screened from four databases, and ten quasi-experimental studies were selected based on
adherence inclusion criteria. MIT treatment groups ranged from one to 11 for a total of 39
participants receiving the experimental condition. Five studies involved one to 30 control
subjects, encompassing 44 total control participants. Studies varied substantially by
demographic characteristics (e.g., lesion sight/size, aphasia diagnosis, concomitant
deficits), treatment procedures (i.e., type, intensity, duration), and outcome measures
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(e.g., aphasia test batteries, connected speech measures, neuroimaging type,
neuroimaging task).
Due to limited population size and poor homogeneity across available studies, the
synthesis of the outcomes from the ten studies did not result in significant findings.
However, patterns were observed around the following: 1) MIT can lead to improvements
in both chronic and subacute recovery stages, most significantly in the production of
connected speech (e.g., content and fluency) with moderate gains in repetition and
minimal improvements in naming. 1a) MIT can lead to more significant improvements in
expressive language compared to other restorative treatment approaches including SRT,
standard hierarchical cueing methods, and no treatment. 2) MIT can lead to increased
activation in one or both hemispheres, particularly the IFG, pSTG/MTG, SMG, prefrontal
cortex, caudate nucleus, premotor, SMA, cingulate gyrus, premotor cortex, insular cortex,
and precentral gyrus. 2a) MIT can lead to increased fractional anisotropy (FA) of white
matter fiber tracts in one or both hemispheres, particularly the AF, IFOF, SLF, and UF. 3)
Positive behavioral outcomes may be associated with increased activation or connectivity
in the IFG and AF, as well as the STG, SMG, premotor area, cingulate gyrus, and the
SLF. 3a) Positive behavioral outcomes associated with changes in overall lateralization
varies greatly with potential correlation to one’s stage of recovery (i.e., participants in
subacute stages tended to show more positive outcomes for increased right language
lateralization while chronic cases tended to show more positive outcomes for increased
left language lateralization).
4.1. Behavioral Changes Associated with MIT
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As expected, evidence included in the present review appears to support the
assertion that MIT can be an effective treatment to improve expressive speech skills (i.e.,
connected speech, repetition, and naming) for individuals with nonfluent aphasia. This
observation is consistent with findings from Zumbansen & Tremblay’s review (2018)
involving music-based interventions for aphasia as 77% of articles reported speech
improvement in all participants, and 76% of articles reported improvement in language
for all participants.
Regarding behavioral outcome measures, measures of connected speech were the
most widely reported measure across studies (n=9), with the most significant
improvements across all studies. Additionally, for all measures of connected speech,
higher gains were observed for participants receiving intonation-based treatment
compared to both baseline data and control group changes in all studies. The
improvement of connected speech could suggest that the content of one’s speech is more
informative or efficient after MIT than before treatment, with more substantial treatment
effects for MIT than for other conditions, such as SRT, standard hierarchical treatment,
and no treatment. The change in connected speech across all included studies reporting
such measures could indicate that connected speech is a sensitive measurement tool for
evaluating MIT’s effect. Van der Meulen’s RCTs (2014; 2016) included similar results
noting improvements in connected speech for individuals receiving MIT. However, the
improvements in connected speech for participants receiving MIT in both of van der
Meulen’s studies were not significantly greater than those of patients who received
standard hierarchical treatments.
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Considering the evidence presented in van der Meulen’s RCTs (2014; 2016), it is
somewhat unexpected that repetition would exhibit lower change as a function of MIT
than measures of connected speech in the studies examined for this review. Repetition is
a critical component of the MIT treatment protocol; however, it is possible that
participants were selected specifically because of relatively strong baseline repetition
abilities to ensure their ability to complete MIT tasks. Another possible explanation is
that the skills used in spoken versus sung repetition are unique from one another, such
that they are essentially independent tasks. Van der Meulen et al. (2016) observed this
phenomenon in their RCT involving ten individuals with nonfluent aphasia, in that
significant gains were observed in the sung repetition of trained and untrained items
(p<0.01 and p=0.03, respectively) but not in spoken repetition (p=0.12) following MIT.
This distinction is important as the purpose of MIT is to use preserved singing ability to
generalize in support of spoken language. More research is necessary comparing neural
activation for sung and spoken repetition tasks to determine how mechanisms compare to
one another and the extent to which those mechanisms can facilitate generalization to
expressive language outcomes.
It is not surprising that naming was observed to have the smallest change before
and after MIT. Naming is a discrete skill involving retrieval of target lexical forms, while
repetition skills (involved in MIT tasks) involve reproducing phonological patterns
generated by another speaker (Dell et al., 2007; Papathanasiou & Coppens, 2017).
Additionally, naming may be less sensitive than connected speech tasks than repetition,
as naming requires more specific answers out of context, potentially with less familiar
words (Schlaug et al., 2010). For connected speech, one can rely on compensatory
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strategies (e.g., context, circumlocutions, or alternate vocabulary) to convey their
message.
Another conclusion supported by the present review is that MIT may be more
effective at promoting naming, repetition, and connected speech, than other treatments
for nonfluent aphasia (i.e., SRT and hierarchical cueing strategies). Though comparison
treatments were limited, they indicated MIT is more effective than other interventions for
improving expressive language for PWA. Two of the included studies involved control
clients receiving treatments other than MIT, with one participant receiving SRT (Schlaug
et al., 2008) and three participants receiving treatment involving hierarchical cueing
strategies (Yang et al., 2019). SRT is a treatment approach designed as a control therapy,
by Schlaug for his 2008 study involving mass repetition of target phrases with high
intensity without melody. He was attempting to isolate treatment effects explicitly related
to the rhythmic and melodic components of MIT. Schlaug aimed to dispute increasing
claims that MIT’s success was attributable to slow rates of speech, high treatment
intensity, and rhythmic facilitation of attention, rather than pitch (Gentilucci & Dalla
Volta, 2008; Lahav et al., 2007; Poeppel et al., 2008). The discrepancy in behavioral
changes observed for the participant receiving SRT (CIU = 89%; picture description =
67%; confrontational naming = 22%) and the two receiving MIT (CIU = 139%; picture
description = 124%; confrontational naming = 29%) supported Schlaug’s hypothesis that
the positive effect of MIT is likely attributable to the unique use of rhythm and pitch, as
SRT and MIT are otherwise identical. Furthermore, the participant receiving SRT at the
beginning of the study was reassigned to MIT after 15 weeks of treatment with effective
results (Schlaug et al., 2008). This observation is consistent with another study in 2014
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involving three individuals with chronic nonfluent aphasia, each receiving three weeks of
TMR (French version of MIT), rhythm therapy (same as TMR but without melodic
contour), and speech therapy (same as rhythm therapy but without rhythmic variation or
hand tapping), consecutively. TMR was the only treatment condition associated with
significant (p<0.05) changes in CIUs for all participants, leading the authors to conclude
that both melody and rhythm account for the treatment effects associated with MIT rather
than rhythm alone (Zumbansen et al., 2014b).
4.2 Neurological Changes Associated with MIT
4.2.1. Structural Changes Associated with MIT
As predicted, areas of greatest structural changes in FA of WM were found in the
right AF and SLF, and some changes were found in IFOF and UF. This observation
suggests that these white matter fiber tracts may be involved in recovery facilitated by
MIT. Considering that the AF and SLF tracts are theorized as vital to language and motor
speech processes, respectively, it is conceivable that MIT could facilitate language
abilities through enhancing essential white matter pathways for language and speech. The
present review included all of the studies identified in previous reviews by Schlaug et al.
(2017) and Kiran and Thompson (2019). The previous reviews reported mixed findings.
While the positive correlation between FA and CIUs was identified in one study (Schlaug
et al., 2009), the negative correlation between FA and CIUs was found in another study
(Wan et al., 2014). The present review also included one more recent study (Yang et al.,
2019). They reported a substantial increase of FA in the right SLF, IFOF, and UF
associated with improvements in speech production, similar to Schlaug et al.’s findings
(2017). Since two of the three articles included in the present review regarding right
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hemisphere WM changes reported a positive correlation between FA of WM and one
(Wan et al., 2014) reported a strong negative correlation, findings regarding the nature of
WM plasticity in response to MIT are inconclusive. As previously mentioned, this
discrepancy may be related to the different DTI analysis approaches (i.e., the absolute
number of fibers versus the degree of anisotropy). Future research involving measures of
WM should be executed using uniform analysis procedures to ensure appropriate data
synthesis. Another explanation could be that Wan’s study involved a tonal language (i.e.,
Chinese) which may have had a unique impact on neural reorganization.
Several impairment-based studies regarding the relationship between language
and WM tracts also support the strong influence of the left AF on speech fluency
(Fridriksson et al., 2012; Marchina et al., 2011; Pani et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2013), the
left SLF on naming (Han et al., 2013; Ivanova et al., 2016), left UF and IFOF on overall
language (Rolheiser et al., 2011; Saur et al., 2008), and left ILF and IFOF on naming
(Hillis et al., 2018). Changes in left AF fibers were also noted in all existing reviews of
neurological changes associated with MIT (Kiran & Thompson, 2019; Merrett et al.,
2013; Schlaug et al., 2017).
4.2.2. Functional Changes Associated with MIT
Regarding functional changes, GM areas associated with language appeared to be
most impacted by MIT, particularly the left and right posterior STG to MTG
(approximate location of Wernicke’s area) and IFG (particularly the pars triangularis and
pars opercularis, approximately the location of Broca’s area; see table 3.3 for details).
Additional areas of less significant neurological changes were those involved in speech
and motor planning processes such as the prefrontal cortex, precentral gyrus, primary
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motor cortex, and SMA, in addition to some subcortical structures such as the caudate
nucleus, insula, and cingulum. These observations are consistent with other lesion-based
analyses (e.g., Hillis et al., 2018) and quasi-experimental studies (e.g., Yourganov et al.,
2016) identifying STG and IFG as critical regions for speech fluency, along with the
supramarginal gyrus, middle frontal gyrus, postcentral gyrus, and inferior parietal lobe.
Additionally, reviews on MIT and neurology by Merrett et al. (2013), Schlaug et al.
(2017), and Kiran and Thompson (2019) also include emphasis on changes associated
with the IFG (pars opercularis and pars triangularis) and posterior STG. The present
review also identified STG and IFG, but didn’t find treatment-induced functional changes
in the supramarginal gyrus, middle frontal gyrus, postcentral gyrus, and inferior parietal
lobe. Thus, MIT might impact specific brain regions that are critical for language
processing (e.g., STG and IFG).
4.2.3. Language Lateralization in Response to MIT
The articles included in the present review did not offer sufficient evidence to
make any conclusions regarding the nature of language lateralization after MIT. The
nature of language lateralization is complex in patients with nonfluent aphasia and is
affected by the characteristics of lesions. The MEG study by Breier et al. (2010) studied
neurophysiological changes in two patients with chronic expressive aphasia prior to and
after MIT using a covert naming task. Both patients exhibited increased left hemisphere
activation after MIT. One patient responded positively to therapy and exhibited decreased
activation within brain regions in the right hemisphere homotopic to left hemisphere
language regions after therapy. In contrast, the other patient did not respond positively to
therapy and showed increased activation in the right hemisphere homotopic to left
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hemisphere language regions after therapy. Their findings suggested that MIT leads to
increased left hemisphere activation supporting language, through which patients with
nonfluent aphasia gain significant improvements in behavioral responses. Their
observation confirms the commonly held idea that, while the right hemisphere can be
recruited to assist with linguistic functions, it is less efficient than the left hemisphere and
should only be pursued when no left hemisphere structures are available (Alton, 2017;
Belin et al., 1996; Papathanasiou & Coppens, 2017). However, the true difference may be
much more complex as patients in Breier et al.’s study (2010) were not homologous in
their aphasia diagnoses and were, therefore, not appropriate for comparison of behavioral
outcomes.
Another explanation for the differences in observed lateralization shifts within
and across studies is that patterns of reorganization occur distinctly according to one’s
stage of recovery. For instance, Van de Sandt-Koenderman et al. (2018) observed that
individuals in the acute stages (within one year of onset) experienced increased right
hemisphere lateralization while those in chronic stages (one year or more after onset)
tended more toward left lateralization after receiving MIT. This theory is consistent with
an fMRI study performed by Saur and her colleagues involving 14 individuals with
Wernicke’s aphasia in various stages of recovery. Based on their comparisons at different
time points, the authors concluded that recovery from aphasia typically occurs in three
phases: (1) strongly reduced activation in the left hemisphere during the first days to
approximately two weeks post-onset, followed by (2) recruitment of homologous right
hemisphere language areas within the first year, and finally, (3) normalization occurs via
reactivation of, and consolidation to, left hemisphere areas after about one-year post-
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onset (correlating to the chronic stage of recovery; 2006; Papathanasiou & Coppens,
2017). According to Saur’s theory of language recovery, one would expect most subacute
patients to be associated with rightward shift and chronic patients with a leftward shift.
However, of the studies involving only participants in chronic stages of recovery included
in the study (n=6), three reported a rightward shift while the other three reported a
leftward shift. Furthermore, a leftward shift was observed in the study involving a single
subacute patient (Van de Sandt-Koenderman et al., 2010). These reports would appear to
be in opposition to Saur’s hypothesis.
The conflicting evidence regarding language lateralization after MIT is not
surprising as it has confounded others who have endeavored to synthesize studies
involving MIT and neuroimaging. Indeed, Merrett et al. (2013), Schlaug et al. (2017), and
Kiran and Thompson (2019) reported discrepancies in lateralization after MIT. Additional
investigation involving longitudinal data regarding neurological and behavioral changes
over time will be necessary before any definitive conclusions can be made.
4.3. Limitations
Systematic reviews are at risk for bias from a number of sources. First, data from
statistically significant studies are more likely to be published than those that are not
statistically significant. The authors of the present review minimized the risk of
publication bias by including ProQuest in the databases searched because the domain
offers access to unpublished works. Systematic reviews are also susceptible to bias that
arises in any of the included primary studies, each of which needs to be critically
appraised. These will be addressed in the following discussion. Finally, competing
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interests of primary study authors and authors of the review can lead to bias in favor of a
particular intervention (Drucker et al., 2016).
Due to limited availability of existing research targeting the correlations between
neurological and behavioral changes associated with MIT, only ten articles met inclusion
criteria for consideration in the present review. This limitation is not surprising as
previous attempts to synthesize neuroimaging data related to MIT have also produced
limited results (Kiran & Thompson, 2019; Merrett et al., 2013; Schlaug et al., 2017). The
total number of participants receiving MIT in this review is considerably low (n=39).
Additionally, all studies included in the present review varied significantly from one
another by information provided and that which was not provided. When evaluated for
risk of bias, the included studies only achieved ratings between four and eight out of nine
total points (mean = 5.9) on the JBI Critical Appraisal Tool for Quasi-Experimental
Studies (Aromataris & Munn, 2020) (see table 3.4 for individual ratings).
For included studies, the neuroimaging measures, chronicity, and treatment
measures varied to such a degree that it is challenging to determine what factors were
associated with specific neurophysiological changes. Notably, studies included in this
review did not describe lesion characteristics clearly, so regions of the brain available for
reorganization may have varied from one participant to another, potentially skewing the
results. It should also be noted that, while the majority of literature supports neurological
patterns in neurotypical individuals, these patterns are not universal, particularly in brains
that have sustained trauma (Basso et al., 1990; Catani et al., 2007). Nonetheless, the
observations included in the current review provide preliminary evidence for language
reorganization following MIT. Individual behavioral measures used for included studies
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also presented inconsistencies that potentially threaten the overall validity of the present
review's conclusions. Discrete tasks used to evaluate changes in language ability,
particularly naming and repetition, while useful for administration of MIT, offer limited
usefulness in everyday speech (Prins & Bastiaanse, 2004; Schlaug et al., 2010). For
example, most neurotypical speakers don’t simply parrot their speaking partners, and
many PWA compensate for anomic episodes by describing the target referent to their
partner without using the target word itself (this is called circumlocution).
As for more broad communication measurement, CIUs were the most widely used
measure across studies (n = 5 studies), yet the exact procedures varied across evaluators
and few details were provided regarding the methods for elicitation, collection, and
analysis. For instance, the AAT involves a personal interview with subjective scoring
according to observed communicative verbal behavior, articulation and prosody,
automized language, and semantic, phonemic, and syntactic structure on a scale of zero to
five (Luzzatti et al., 1991). The WAB-J, however, integrates scores for both semispontaneous speech (i.e., picture description) and “true” spontaneous speech (i.e.,
interview), evaluating information content, fluency, grammar, and paraphasias on a scale
from zero to ten (Kertez, 2007). Indeed, this discrepancy is evident in Van de SandtKoenderman’s study (2018) involving nine severely aphasic individuals receiving MIT
for which connected speech evaluated using the AAT demonstrated an average increase
of 60% compared to 35% for the ANELT (see table 3.2). Connected speech measures also
present challenges in determining which specific speech characteristics support overall
output most and how MIT may contribute to these changes. For example, CIUs can be
improved by increasing the total number of informative words or decreasing the total
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number of non-informative words. In one included study (Jungblut et al., 2014), scores
for individual characteristics of patients’ spontaneous speech were reported. Significant
improvement was only seen for one participant in phonemic structure, but all participants
experienced substantial improvements in communicative verbal behavior and articulation
and prosody. More investigation will be necessary to determine specific skills related to
increased CIUs for those receiving MIT. For these reasons, measurements of connected
speech have been proven to have poor reliability and validity, causing some to question
their appropriateness for evaluation (Armstrong, 2000; Grande et al., 2008; Prins &
Bastiaanse, 2004; Spreen & Risser, 2003). Prins and Bastiaanse (2004) describe the areas
of weakness in reliability and validity of connected speech measures and suggest the
Communicative Abilities in Daily Living (CADL: Holland, 1980) as a more reliable
alternative for future research. Therefore, caution should be exercised when considering
findings related to connected speech measures in the current review. Nevertheless, the
combination of discrete and broad assessment tasks provides a wealth of information
regarding overall communication effectiveness and individual factors that may contribute
to changes in communication.
Limitations also exist regarding the synthesis of functional neuroimaging data
across studies as procedures varied widely from study to study. In fact, various experts in
the field of neurology and aphasia (e.g., Ludlow et al., 2008; Schlaug et al., 2017;
Thompson & den Ouden, 2008;) have warned against the use of task-based fMRI and
other functional neuroimaging measures due to the risk of additional activation related to
the specific task rather than changes specifically induced by treatment, or due to delayed
hemodynamic response rates in stroke survivors. Indeed, the studies involved in the
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present review represented a variety of tasks, ranging from passive listening to chanted
repetition of complex rhythmic vowel chains. Finally, functional neuroimaging can be
challenging to interpret due to the unique nature of plasticity in each individual and a
poor understanding of interactions between excitatory and inhibitory activations (Ludlow,
2008).
4.4. Application to Clinical Practice
Regarding clinical practice, we assert the following suggestions for application to
therapy involving individuals with nonfluent aphasia: 1) MIT is an effective treatment
method, particularly for increasing overall informativeness of speech (CIUs), but also
repetition and naming to a lesser extent, for individuals with nonfluent aphasia in
subacute and chronic stages. 2) MIT can be more effective for improving informativeness
of speech in individuals with nonfluent aphasia than SRT or standard hierarchical cueing
treatment models, likely due to the unique combination of rhythm and pitch and their
relationship to right hemisphere structures. 3) Treatment using MIT can facilitate
neuroplastic changes in key language areas and right hemisphere homologs. 4)
Longitudinal neuroimaging analysis for participants undergoing MIT treatment has the
potential to detect adaptive or maladaptive reorganization patterns which could help
clinicians to predict behavioral outcomes and make informed treatment decisions.
The findings from the present review also support the following for application to
research: 1) Intensive behavioral therapy, such as MIT, has the potential to influence
one’s neurophysiology and, in turn, 2) specific neurophysiological changes can influence
behavioral outcomes for target speech measures. 3) Patterns of neural reorganization in
response to MIT therapy vary widely with stage of recovery and neuroimaging
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procedures as primary factors influencing outcome data. 4) Longitudinal imaging designs
could offer additional insight into lateralization and habituation effects on plasticity over
time. 5) Longitudinal neuroimaging analysis throughout treatment has the potential to
detect adaptive reorganization patterns and to assist clinicians as they attempt to predict
behavioral outcomes for decision-making purposes.

5. Conclusions and Future Directions
After considering 569 articles retrieved from four databases, ten articles were selected
for inclusion based on pre-and post-treatment behavioral and neuroimaging measures in
conjunction with MIT treatment protocols. Synthesis of the outcomes from the ten studies
did not result in any significant findings due to limitations in available research regarding
this area. However, patterns were observed around the following: 1) MIT can lead to
improvements across chronic and subacute recovery stages, most significantly in the
production of connected speech (e.g., content and fluency) with moderate gains in
repetition and minimal improvements in naming. 1a) MIT can lead to more significant
improvements in expressive language compared to treatment conditions involving SRT,
standard hierarchical cueing methods, and no treatment. 2) MIT can lead to increased
activation in one or both hemispheres, particularly the IFG, pSTG/MTG, SMG, prefrontal
cortex, caudate nucleus, premotor, SMA, cingulate gyrus, premotor cortex, insular cortex,
and precentral gyrus. 2a) MIT can lead to increased structural connectivity in one or both
hemispheres, particularly the AF, IFOF, SLF, and UF. 3) Positive behavioral outcomes
may be associated with increased activation or connectivity in the IFG and AF, as well as
the STG, SMG, premotor area, cingulate gyrus, and the SLF. 3a) Positive behavioral
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outcomes associated with changes in overall lateralization vary widely, potentially related
to one’s stage of recovery (i.e., participants in subacute stages tended to show more
positive outcomes for increased right language lateralization while chronic cases tended
to show more positive outcomes for increased left language lateralization).
Future studies should aim to overcome the limitations identified in this review by
evaluating neurological and behavioral changes in response to MIT in a larger cohort
using consistent neurological and behavioral assessment tools. Greater control should
also be exercised regarding possible confounding factors, particularly infarct location and
volume. This area of study would also benefit from understanding of how MIT works in
the brains of neurotypical individuals learning unfamiliar languages or under conditions
faciliatory of dysfluency (e.g., delayed auditory feedback). Cost-efficiency could also be
optimized by using more accessible neuroimaging procedures. One such technique is
functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS), a noninvasive procedure involving fiber
optic lights arranged extracranially to measure hemodynamic response during a specific
task (Pinti et al., 2019). The suggested adjustments would ensure adequate statistical
power while minimizing potential confounding factors and overall cost. By observing the
relationship between neurological changes and behavioral outcomes, researchers can
better understand the nature of neurological reorganization and have the potential to
optimize treatment efficacy and efficiency of MIT. MIT can also be used in children with
apraxia of speech since MIT leads to neurotheological changes in brain regions
supporting language and motor speech processes (Zumbansen & Tremblay, 2018).
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Appendix A: Abbreviations

MFG - middle frontal gyrus,

AAT - Aachen Aphasia Test

MIT - Melodic Intonation Therapy

AF - arcuate fasciculus

MIT-C – MIT for Chinese

ANELT - Amsterdam-Nijmegen

MIT-J – MIT for Japanese

Everyday Language Test

MMIT - modified MIT

AOS – apraxia of speech

fMRI - functional magnetic resonance

BDAE – Boston Diagnostic Aphasia

imaging

Examination

rs-fMRI – resting-state fMRI

BNT – Boston Naming Test

tb-fMRI – task-based fMRI

CILT – Constraint-Induced Language

n - number of participants

Training

pMIT - palliative MIT

CIU - correct information unit

pSTG/MTG - posterior superior and

cs - connected speech task or score

middle temporal gyrus

DTI - Diffusion Tensor Imaging

PWA - People with aphasia

FA - fractional anisotropy

RCT – Randomized controlled trial

FC – functional connectivity

Rep – repetition task or score

HWL- Hierarchical Word List

RH - right hemisphere

IFG - inferior frontal gyrus

ROI – region(s) of interest

IFOF - inferior fronto-occipital

SFA – Semantic feature analysis

fasciculus

SFG - superior frontal gyrus

LH - left hemisphere

SIPARI - Singing-Intonation-Prosody-

M - mean

Breathing-Rhythm-Improvisation

MEG - magnetoencephalography

SLF - superior longitudinal fasciculus
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SMA - supplementary motor area
SMG - supramarginal gyrus
STG - superior temporal gyrus
TMR - Thérapie Mélodique et Rhythmée
Tx - treatment
UF - uncinate fasciculus
USA - United States of America
WAB-J - Western Aphasia Battery
Japanese
YPO - mean years post-onset

